I wanted to thank you for the great event that we had last year, hosted
at the Pirin Golf & Country Club. Together we were created to fulfill our
ambition of delivering our guests a high-class networking opportunity, in a
relaxed setting at some of the world’s finest golf courses, whilst also showcasing our award-winning product.
Aside from offering 2 terrific golf courses and stunningly appointed accommodations Pirin Golf & Country Club pairing impressed with high levels of
service – quick to respond and super-efficient and easy to work with. We
couldn’t recommend the venue highly enough. Turkish Airlines is forward
to returning with future client groups!

‘‘
‘‘

American University in Bulgaria
Irena Macheva / Director of Development

‘‘

Turkish Airlines
Svetoslav Grigorov / Marketing

‘‘

Testimonials

The American University in Bulgaria has been partnering with Pirin Golf
& Country Club for four years now with regards to the organization and
implementation of the “AUBG & Friends” fundraising golf tournament.
Our events enjoys even greater success year after year, largely thanks to
the support, professional approach and responsible attitude of Pirin Golf’s
management and staff. We are extremely pleased with the loyal partnership relationship we have established between us and hope to maintain
and expand our cooperation with Pirin Golf in the long term.

Our stay in Pirin Golf & Country Club was extremely refreshing and the
highlight of the autumn meetings of the organization FBN Bulgaria. It was
a pleasure for us to be your ‘guests’. Thank you for the warm welcome and
the extremely kind household.

Мitko Solakov
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the Republic of Bulgaria
I would like to express my satisfaction with the service and the way
our event was organized with more than 240 attendees!

‘‘

I have found the perfect combination for business meetings and an
amazing place to relax. I and all participants are highly fascinated by
the comprehensive service you have offered us. I can safely say that
your service is world class! Thanks to Pirin Golf & Country Club for the
hospitality and cooperation!

SoftServe
Andon Simeonov / Manager SoftServe Bulgaria
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FBN BULGARIA
Stefan Gugushev / President of FBN Bulgaria

I would like to express my gratitude for the extremely well-organized
hosting of SoftServe’s Corporate Event. Our Bulgarian team and all our
guests from abroad are happy that we selected Pirin Golf & Country Club
and that we all had this great experience.
Thank you for making our stay comfortable and unforgettable! Being
our partner is a great honor, we hope that we can cooperate again in the
future.

